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CONSTITUTIONALISM IN INDIA: ISSUES AND CHALLENGES 

By: Aditi Rathore and Neeraj Hinduja 

 

INTRODUCTION 

A constitutionalism is a true believe upon the nation policies, its constitutions and government 

it’s a type of ideology that carry believes of the society and the citizens that governs under the 

constitution. Basically, this constitutionalism is purely a philosophical theories based on 

constitution. 

A country like India that has a written constitution just where in dilemma weather preamble is 

the gist of the constitution or not , but with several with functions of government , the preamble 

becomes the soul and heart of the constitution as it’s like a hand to hand gesture that makes 

preamble the part of constitution. 

It’s basically like preamble is the goal and target that the organs of the government want to 

obtain its carries sovereign, socialist secular with justice liberty and fraternity as the main 

keywords that play a role of principle to be followed as the right and the duty of every citizen to 

follow such principles as a part of the constitution. Whereas, constitution that comes in play 

during the time of violation of any rights of the citizen then in such case the assistance provided 

under constitution. 

In constitutionalism, certain limits imposed on the government as per the constitution as the 

power is assigned to all and not such power can be misused by the other organ of the government 

as parliament has the power to amend and make laws, judiciary has the power to interpret the law 

according to understandability of judicial review and administration that has the power to govern 

the laws. So the power must be absolute in nature must not corrupt the power of other organ in 

such a manner that its makes rigid to others. So to make a check and balance we must have a 

written constitution unlike U.K. that govern and control the extra power in the hand of 

government. It controls the misuse of political power by the politicians. 
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In presidential system just like America, president is the head of the government that has the 

power to take any decision in favor of nation but however the power is restricted that every state 

shall have its representative that governs the states and have states rules, whereas in India the 

political agenda or the parties in power decides the decision shall be imposed by central 

government or the state government, as president is the mere head but the prime minister with 

the ruling party is the head of the government.  

In India a parliamentary system is followed where the excessive and the absolute power lies in 

the hands of parliament members, any provision needs amendment or new law enacted by the 

parliament and any judiciary procumbent shall be valid till a new act formulated by the 

government after the enforcement of the new act the judiciary have to follow the provisions of 

the act and no such rule as enforced by judiciary cannot be entertained after enforcing act.  

In a democratic government the representative is elected by the government and such made an 

obligation on the government to make the laws prominent that must keep the faith of the people 

on the government, as when a government is formulated there is an agreement between them so, 

the majority must support the peoples realm and concerns. 

CONSTITUTIONALISM IN INDIA 

As constitutionalism originates from constitution the following aspects must be a part of the 

country that constitutes constitutionalism 

Written constitution – a country must have a written constitution that means it must be drafted in 

the book with rules for the organs of the government to work upon the rules mentioned in the 

constitution. India consists of written constitution that aims to govern the state or the government 

according to the provisions mentioned in the constitution. 

Parliamentary government 

That surely reduces the judiciary burden and all the act of the country passed by the government, 

all the ministers elected by the citizens of the country. The parliament consist of Lok Sabha and 

Rajya Sabha that pass the bill, the bill must take the permission from both the houses, every 
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limits and restriction with power mentioned in the constitution with the final assent by the 

president as per mentioned in the constitution the role of president for passing the bill. 

Rule of law 

Rule of law states that the law is the supreme power and nothing is above the law, the law 

governs the citizen and such laws must be preserved in good faith. The constitution have the 

dominancy power to govern the legislature and executive whereas every person has the equal 

right before the law, as per article 14 that allows every person have the equal right to get justice 

irrespective of caste creed and color or any other discrimination. The court must be free to take 

the decision with fair procedure to insure transparency in the system. Whereas, the rule of law 

originated in England by A.V Diecy. 

Fundamental rights 

the basic feature of constitution is fundamental right, the rights provided in  constitution under 

part III of the constitution provides the right to protect the personal rights and liberty, no 

government or the person have the right to violate the right of the other person such rights 

includes the right to seek legal remedies to seek justice, right to get justice from discrimination, 

every person have equal right to employment and right to basic needs and no person shall have 

the right to infringe it. 

Separation of power and check and balances 

The power is divided into three parts the, legislative, executive and judiciary the legislative is the 

is that the makes the laws or provision, the executive that controls the rules and regulation 

through its actions to minimize the abusive use of power by the authority and judiciary that 

interprets the laws through judicial pronouncement such as through precedents or principles of 

justice, equity and good conscience. 

Flexible constitution and basic structure 
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Constitution the basic structure of India is not rigid in nature its flexible to imply and its written 

constitution derived from the different nations that already follows the aspects in different ways 

that makes its more reliable and flexible in nature. 

A federal form of government 

India is the federal form of the government that divides the power into state, union and territory 

as per article 1 and 2 whereas the federal word is not mentioned anywhere but it consist of 

provision during the time of emergency, single citizenship, veto power to president and Indian 

legal services. 

Independent judiciary 

India have the judiciary as the organ of the government has the right to take the decisions by its 

own in case if no provisions mentioned in the parliament, such includes pronouncement, 

precedents and interpretation by the judges. In India judiciary is independent body that constitute 

the power to take any judiciary action against any injustice provided to the citizens. 

Negative constitution 

The constitutionalism prevents certain act that indicates the negative impact of constitution. 

Orthodox and old understanding and believes that state fails to explain the role of 

constitutionalism. As constitutionalism imposes certain types of control and restriction on state 

government, through which the state cannot perform its task and duties in efficient manner. 

The main drawback of negative constitutionalism is to exercise excessive power with the state 

that shall be controlled with the power assigned to the executive and legislative must compressed 

by act, the aim is to protect the citizen from authority’s action. 

The state if tries to work for their own people then at that time, constitutionalism will interfere to 

make harder to make the state policies and eradicate poverty at very initial stage. 

Positive constitutionalism 
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The main concept of constitutionalism is to build a welfare society and a welfare state, the main 

objective is to make a state efficient and effective by its own development. 

The constitutionalism is the philosophy that based on the thought of society at large for its 

welfare and well-being. Whereas, constitutional aspects ignored or forgotten by judicial 

interpretation and new amendments as per the time being and enforceability. 

IMPACT ON JUDICIAL PROUNCEMENT  

Constitutionalism is that which initiates to continuously that government should follow by the 

constitution. Any action taken in furtherance with constitution must be kept in mind while over 

exercising the powers. 

However, this put certain amount of limit to political power as the constitution is the main 

process preference or priority must go through during the time of decision or authority. 

We got independence in 1947, which took 3 years to het constitution, as constitution derived 

from several countries, to make India a democratic and sovereign state. But then the question 

arises that if preamble is the part of constitution?. Whereas, in Re-beriberi case, the judiciary 

pronouncement says that preamble is not the part of the constitution. Whereas again during the 

judicial review in Keshwanand Bharti v State of Kerala 1preamble is the gist of the 

constitution and so, that it provides all the right and equality to the citizen of India that constitute 

the part of constitution. 

Whereas new words constituted in the preamble that includes secular, socialist and sovereign as 

per the 42nd amendment that provides the strength and support to indian government, so that 

every person should have the right to profess any religion, whereas the legislature or court do not 

have the authority to infringe the fundamental rights by parliament as fundamental rights is the 

main pillar and basic structure of constitution. 

                                                           
1 AIR 1973 SC 1461 
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In Gopalan v. State of Madras2, in this its state that its really very difficult to restrain the 

legislative power, if we have a written constitution in case of written constitution, if no written 

constitution is present then the control not with legislative but with judiciary as through various 

precedents and custom, can take into consideration. 

So judiciary is not a puppet of legislature on written constitution, the judiciary has the power to 

interpret the law without any interference from the legislature. 

During the absence of judicial review constitution is just of no use is just acts as an invisible 

draft that do not imposes restriction on the government. 

Whereas in Sajjan Singh V. State of Rajasthan 3case the legislative power were given extra 

privileges and abuse their power by legislative, the court acted as a mere puppet with the 

confusion of what basically a basic structure constitutes. 

IR Coelho v State of Tamil Nadu4 this helps in reshaping the structure by implementing the 

basic structure theory that enhances the aspects of constitutionalism in India. 

This raises the attention that judiciary has its own role to play and the judiciary authority 

interprets it by exercising the power. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The power as stated in constitution provides power to the organs of government to exercise the 

power but a limit is set as a restriction that intact that beyond such measure no power can be used 

that might in near future makes the constitution rigid such obstacles shall only be minimized if 

the country follows a written constitution. Written constitution imposes the restriction not in 

vague but through rules that’s generated through believes of citizen in democracy and its power 

to control any injustice or abuse of arbitrary power against them. 

                                                           
2 AIR 1950 SCR 88(100) 
3 (1965), AIR 845 
4 (2007) 2 SCC1 


